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Abstract: Hydrochar is a very interesting product from agricultural and food production residues.
Unfortunately, severe conditions for complete conversion of lignocellulosic biomass is necessary,
especially compared to the conversion of sugar compounds. The goal of this work is to improve the
conversion of internal carbohydrates by application of a two-steps process, by acid addition and
slightly higher water content. A set of experiments at different temperatures (180, 200, and 220 ◦C),
reaction times (2 and 4 h), and moisture contents (80% and 90%) was performed to characterize the
solid (high heating value (HHV), elemental) and liquid product phase. Afterwards, acid addition for
a catalyzed hydrolysis reaction during hydrothermal carbonization (HTC) and a two-steps reaction
(180 and 220 ◦C) were tested. As expected, a higher temperature leads to higher C content of the
hydrochar and a higher fixed carbon (FC) content. The same effect was found with the addition
of acids at lower temperatures. In the two-steps reaction, a primary hydrolysis step increases the
conversion of internal carbohydrates. Higher water content has no significant effect, except for
increasing the solubility of ash components.

Keywords: hydrothermal carbonization (HTC); brewer’s spent grains (BSG); hydrochar; acid
addition; two-steps carbonization

1. Introduction

The two major conversion pathways to produce energy from lignocellulosic biomass are based on
biological and thermochemical processes [1]. Among the several advantages of thermochemical
processes versus biological ones are that the former have shorter conversion times and higher
robustness, while biological processes require an accurate control using microorganisms. Due to its
versatility and flexibility, thermochemical conversion technologies receive special attention by process
developers. Thermochemical conversions can be divided depending on the feedstock’s characteristics
in dry processes where the feedstock’s moisture content is between 5 wt.% and 10 wt.%, such as
torrefaction, pyrolysis, and gasification; and in wet processes, which focus on feedstock with moisture
content between 60 wt.% and 90 wt.% [2]. These wet processes are hydrothermal carbonization (HTC),
hydrothermal liquefaction (HTL), and hydrothermal gasification (HTG).

This study focuses on the HTC process. HTC is a promising technology for processing wastes and
residues with high moisture content, aiming to produce carbonaceous material [3], called hydrochar
to distinguish it from other carbonaceous materials, such as biochar or coal [4–6]. The operating
temperature range of HTC is from 180 ◦C to 250 ◦C, in order to maximize solid production (66 wt.%
dry basis) [4,7,8] and minimize gas and liquid/solved organic compounds yield [9]. At temperatures
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from 250 ◦C to 373 ◦C the process is called HTL, so liquid phase is the main product [10]. If gas phase
is the desired product phase, usually the temperature has to be increased near to or above the critical
point of water; in this case the process is called HTG or supercritical water gasification (SCWG) [11].

The chemical mechanisms involved during the HTC process involve a sequence of different
reactions. These are essentially hydrolysis, dehydration, decarboxylation, aromatization and
re-condensation reactions [12–15]. As most of them also occur simultaneously, the study of the
process is quite complex. According to Kruse et al. [16], the reactions are divided on two major
pathways. Firstly, the solid-to-solid conversion of original biomass takes place (here, the structure
of the hydrochar has the morphology and structural elements of the initial feedstock). Secondly,
the solvation of the intermediates from converted biomass in the aqueous phase, which is followed
by polymerization [7,17]. This is a simplification, because in the case of biomass both processes occur.
The dominant pathway depends on the structure and composition of biomass (Karayıldırım et al. [17]).

A study carried out by Kambo and Dutta [18] focused on the applications of hydrochars,
depending on their chemical composition, morphological features, and surficial functionalities.
Applications can be energy production by combustion, carbon sequestration and gas adsorbent,
soil amelioration and activated carbon, for example, for air and water cleaning.

In this study, the feedstock processed was brewer’s spent grains (BSG) (dry mass 20–25 wt.%),
which is a by-product of breweries; it is lignocellulose with glucamine-rich proteins [19]. The high
protein content of BSG makes it suitable for animal nutrition (e.g., cattle), although the proteins cannot
be completely assimilated into rumens [20]. Furthermore, the production of BSG is not constant
throughout the year; harvesting cycles can result in overproduction. The presence of proteins reduces
storability by enzymatic hydrolysis, which is a serious environmental problem. Therefore, there is
a real necessity to develop flexible processes that can buffer the BSG quantity. In this context, the
implementation of thermochemical processes such as HTC are considered a promising alternative [21].

Regarding this objective, this study tries to contribute to the knowledge of the HTC process under
different operating conditions, in order to control the product distribution, maximize the energy yield
and evaluate the effect on the main chemical compounds in liquid phase. The final aspect is important
in view of the water treatment technologies needed.

The process was carried out in a batch reactor, where the influence of temperature, residence
time, and moisture content was evaluated. A two-steps HTC process and the addition of an organic
acid (CH3COOH) is also investigated. The two first parameters, temperature and reaction time, have
been considered by several authors [7,22–24], which concluded that product distribution was mainly
affected by operating temperature and that the reaction time does not play a significant role. Usually
the moisture content was not evaluated. Thus, in this paper we studied two different known moisture
contents, three different temperatures, and two reaction times. The different water contents may
influence the hydrolysis or polymerization, in the case of limited solubility.

In order to improve the properties of the hydrochars obtained, the strategy of carrying out the
process in two-steps was studied, which was considered a significant factor according to Fakkaew
et al. [7]. This strategy consists of a first step to enhance the hydrolysis reaction between 170 ◦C and
180 ◦C, and a second step, in which the carbonization reactions take place at a range of 200–220 ◦C.
This implies the maximization of both reaction rates, which have different optimums, leading to an
increase of fixed carbon (FC) content. On the other hand, Ghanim et al. [25] studied the effect of
addition of H2SO4 and CH3COOH. Both had an effect on the removal of ash content; however, H2SO4

also produced an increase of FC content. Obtaining a lower ash content because of the removal of
alkaline and alkaline earth metals (AAEMs) [26] improves the high heating value (HHV) (MJ/kg) of
the hydrochars obtained.

From these prior results the hypothesis was created that two-steps carbonization with a hydrolysis
step and the addition of acids improves hydrochar properties as a fuel. This could avoid the increase of
temperature to get a similar improvement. If hydrolysis is important, the water content may also have
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an influence. The aim of this paper is to verify or refute the hypothesis and investigate the influence of
water on the two-steps process.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Feedstock

The biomass feedstock used in this study is BSG, with a moisture content of 78 wt.%, from
Hoepfner Brewery Factory (Karlsruhe, Germany). It was stored at −15◦C until processed. In Table 1
(see method section), the main analytical data to characterize the feedstock are summarized.

Table 1. Characterization of brewer’s spent grains (BSG). db: dry basis.

Parameters Units Values

Dry solid content (105 ◦C) wt.% 3.75
Volatile matter (VM, 950 ◦C) wt.% (db) 76.25

Ash content (750 ◦C) wt.% (db) 4.01
Fixed carbon (FC) content wt.% (db) 16.00

Higher heating value (HHV) MJ kg−1 (db) 22.25
C wt.% (db) 51.27
H wt.% (db) 6.97
N wt.% (db) 4.68
S wt.% (db) 0.29

Hemicellulose content wt.% (db) 43.03
Cellulose content wt.% (db) 23.69

Lignin content wt.% (db) 5.78
Extractives wt.% (db) 15.56

Proteins wt.% (db) 1 29.26
1 Standard method (American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) D-5291 [27]) was used to calculate protein
fraction for BSG on a dry basis by multiplying the total nitrogen value by a factor of 6.25.

2.2. Experimental Procedure

HTC experiments were conducted in an autoclave reactor (VA2 stainless steel) with a volume
of 250 mL. To check reproducibility, experiments were performed twice. The feedstock moisture
content selected varied between 80 wt.% and 90 wt.% and the initial moisture was adjusted with
deionized water. The blend of distilled water and feedstock was stirred manually in order to obtain a
homogenous slurry. Then, the reactor was closed and heated inside a gas-chromatography (GC) oven
(Hewlett Packard, GC 5890, Koblenz, Germany) (Figure A1). Three different temperatures (180, 200,
and 220 ◦C) were selected and two reaction times (time applied after preheating time) were established:
2 and 4 h. It is necessary to point out that 1 h is required to reach the desired temperature inside
the reactor. During the experiments, pressure was measured with a digital pressure gauge and the
temperature with a thermocouple. Both were recorded during all processes with a portable data logger
(Endress + Hauser, RSG 30, Nesselwang, Germany). Once the experiment had taken placed, the reactor
was cooled down to room temperature in 30 min with a cold water bucket.

Afterwards, the total gas volume was determined with the water displacement by gas from a
probe full of water. The slurry product from HTC was filtered with a quantitative filter grade 413 VWR®

filter paper (VWR European Cat, Leuven, Germany) placed onto a Buchner settle in a flask bottle and
connected to a vacuum pump. Liquid and solid phases were weighed to calculate yields of different
phases. To remove moisture, the solid phase was dried inside an oven over 24 h at 105 ◦C up to stable
weight. The liquid phase pH was measured by a HACH HQ40d multi equipment and kept in the
fridge at 4 ◦C for further analysis. The solid samples (raw material or hydrochars) were ground into a
range of sizes between 150 µm and 250 µm to facilitate its characterization.

In order to obtain hydrochars with the highest HHV (MJ/kg), which are related with low O/C
and H/C ratios, a two-steps procedure was applied. Two-steps temperature selection was based on
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the fact that hydrolysis reactions in the HTC process occur below 180 ◦C and carbonization reactions
are favored at 220 ◦C [7,12]. The first step is a reaction at 180 ◦C for 1 h. Secondly, a 3 h reaction time,
including the time necessary to achieve 220 ◦C, was applied.

As acids catalyzed the hydrolysis reaction and remove the ash [11], the catalytic effect of acetic
acid in the HTC process was also evaluated. For this objective, experiments with 5 wt.% of acetic acid
were performed.

2.3. Characterization of Biomass and Products

2.3.1. Solid Fraction

• Proximate analysis

Moisture content, volatile matter (VM) and ash content were determined according to the
standards analysis method ASTM D1762-84 [28].

• Elemental analysis

An automatic elemental analyzer EuroEA 3000 Serie (EuroVector S.P.A, Milano, Italy), CHNS-O
equipped with a thermal conductivity detector (TCD) was used to determine the content of C, H, N
and S of initial biomass and solid products (hydrochars). Samples had already been dried in an oven
over 24 h at 105 ◦C to remove moisture content.

• Fiber analysis

Fiber analysis was performed by Fibretherm FT12 (Königswinter, Germany). Samples were dried
at 105 ◦C for 24 h and cooled in a desiccator before analysis. The cellulose, hemicellulose, lignin and
water extractives content of the solid sample was based on Van Soest’s method to calculate neutral
detergent fiber (NDF), acid detergent fiber (ADF), and acid detergent lignin (ADL) [29].

• Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA)

Hydrochars were ground and sieved to have a particle size smaller than 150–200 µm. The thermal
behavior of hydrochars was analyzed with a Netzsch STA Jupiter 449 F5 thermogravimetric balance
(Ahlden, Germany). The sample size was approximately 20 mg, heated from room temperature to
105 ◦C with a heating rate of 10 K min−1 over 10 min to remove possible moisture from the sample.
After this pretreatment step, the sample was heated to 800 ◦C with a constant heating rate of 10 K min−1

under a constant nitrogen flow of 70 mL min−1.

2.3.2. Liquid Fraction

In order to have a better understanding of changes which occur in the liquid phase after HTC,
the total organic carbon (TOC) was measured along with the concentration of chemical compounds
through high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC).

• TOC

The TOC of liquid samples was determined using a TOC Analyzer 5050A (Shimadzu Scientific
Instruments, Columbia, MD, USA).

• HPLC

The liquid fraction of HTC includes high value molecules (lactic acid, formic acid, acetic acid,
levulinic acid (LA), propionic acid, 5-hydroxymethylfurfural (HMF), and furfural), which were
determined using HPLC (Shimadzu 20AD, Shimadzu, Canby, OR, USA). This is equipped with
a column suitable for organic acids, called Aminex HPX-87H, UV-vis detector (SPD-20A, Shimadzu),
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and refractive index detector (RID-10A, Shimadzu). The mobile phase consists of a 4 mM solution of
H2SO4 in water and a flow rate of 0.6 mL min−1. The column temperature was set at 35 ◦C. The time
required for a complete analysis of each sample was 60 min. Filtration was required prior to HPLC
analysis with a 0.2 µm PFTE (VWR International, Radnor, PA, USA). A 10 µL volume of each sample
was injected to determine the concentration of chemical compounds.

2.3.3. Fuel Analysis

From Table 2 where 80 and 90 wt.% are the initial moisture contents; 180, 200, and 220 ◦C the
temperatures; and 2 and 4 h the reaction times—the fuel analysis was done using the Equations (1)–(5).
The parameters necessary to describe the energy content of hydrochars are higher heating value
(HHV) [30], fuel ratio, hydrochar yield (Hy) and energy densification (Ed). Energy yield (Ey) was
calculated using the following equations:

HHV
(

MJ
kg

)
= 0.3491 × C + 1.1783 × H + 0.1005 × S + 0.1034 × O + 0.0151 × N

+0.0211 × Ash
(1)

Fuel ratio =
FC
VM

(2)

Hy (%) =
mass of dried hydrochars

mass of total dried feedstock
× 100 (3)

Ed =
HHV of dried hydrochars
HHV of dried feedstock

(4)

Ey (%) = Hydrochar yield × Ed (5)

Table 2. Proximate analysis and fuel (see methods for description).

Samples
Proximate Analysis (wt.% Dry Basis)

Fuel Ratio Hy (%) Ey (%) Ed
VM Ash FC

Raw material 77.87 4.30 17.83 0.23 - - -
HTC-80-180-2 74.92 4.29 20.79 0.28 68.00 80.81 1.19
HTC-80-200-2 71.96 4.29 23.75 0.33 64.07 78.09 1.22
HTC-80-220-2 69.03 4.26 26.71 0.39 57.99 76.10 1.31
HTC-80-180-4 72.79 4.18 23.03 0.32 67.52 83.54 1.24
HTC-80-200-4 70.50 4.15 25.35 0.36 63.48 76.60 1.21
HTC-80-220-4 66.17 4.22 29.61 0.45 55.04 72.43 1.32
HTC-90-180-2 74.22 3.39 22.39 0.30 66.17 79.49 1.20
HTC-90-200-2 71.69 3.24 25.07 0.35 62.12 76.84 1.24
HTC-90-220-2 68.04 3.22 28.74 0.42 52.04 69.14 1.33
HTC-90-180-4 73.15 3.12 23.73 0.32 65.26 76.79 1.18
HTC-90-200-4 70.33 3.16 26.50 0.38 60.53 76.21 1.26
HTC-90-220-4 64.86 3.27 31.88 0.49 50.59 66.02 1.31

HTC-80-180/220-4 65.84 4.11 30.05 0.46 67.05 85.51 1.28
HTC-90-180/220-4 65.09 3.12 31.79 0.49 70.30 90.64 1.29
HTC-80-220-acid 61.54 3.67 34.79 0.57 60.36 79.11 1.31
HTC-90-220-acid 59.35 2.81 37.84 0.64 52.56 71.28 1.36

3. Results and Discussion

The results shown in Tables 1–4 are expressed as the average of values obtained with a standard
deviation below 5%. Due to the calibration of the HPLC the results obtained (Table 5) are the average
of the values with a standard deviation below 7%.

3.1. Carbon Balance of Brewer’s Spent Grains during Hydrothermal Carbonization

The characteristics of native BSG were calculated according to Section 2.3.1. The values obtained
are comparable to data reported previously [31,32]. The C content was measured in both solid and
liquid phase; it cannot be measured in gas phase, because the volume was too small.
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Equations (6)–(11) were used to have a better overview of the carbon distribution in feedstock
and products:

Mass of carbon in the feedstock solid phase:

m(carbon)feedstock solid = mfeedstock solid × x(carbon)feedstock (6)

m(carbon)feedstock liquid = mfeedstock liquid × TOC
ρ

(7)

Products equations for the mass of carbon in the solid and liquid phase, respectively:

m(carbon)solid = msolid × x(carbon) solid (8)

m(carbon)liquid = mliquid × TOC
ρ

(9)

Distribution of C into products:

%Csolid =
m(carbon)solid(

m(carbon)solid + m(carbon)liquid

) (10)

%Cliquid =
m(carbon)liquid(

m(carbon)solid + m(carbon)liquid

) (11)

The use of Equations (6)–(11) and experimental results obtained are showed in Table 3. It can
be seen that at the same moisture content but higher temperature, % C content changes and less
carbon is in the solid phase (Figure 1). However, with a 90% moisture content and 4 h reaction
time, it is observed that % C content remains temperature independent in the solid phase (Figure 1).
In general, the increase of the % C content (Figure 1) and the increase of carbon in solid phase is
possible due to the polymerization reactions of the monomers solved of the liquid phase, which are
formed during the hydrolysis [12]. This influence of the hydrolysis reaction was confirmed with a
two-steps reaction, because of the increment of C on the solid phase (90%, 220 ◦C, 4 h). A first step, with
1 h at a low temperature (180 ◦C), enhances hydrolysis reactions and leads to the rupture of the initial
poly-sugars into monomers, which remain in liquid phase [33]. During the second step, consisting
of 3 h reaction time at 220 ◦C, water elimination to furfural-rings occurs. This loss of water is the
“carbonization”, because the content of carbon increases accordingly. These intermediates polymerize
and increase the content of C in the solid phase. However, a certain amount of C remains into liquid
phase (Figure 1) [34].

Table 3. Distribution of C into solid and liquid phase.

Samples Solid wt.% Liquid wt.%

HTC-80-180-2 0.86 0.14
HTC-80-200-2 0.86 0.14
HTC-80-220-2 0.84 0.16
HTC-80-180-4 0.86 0.14
HTC-80-200-4 0.84 0.16
HTC-80-220-4 0.84 0.16
HTC-90-180-2 0.83 0.17
HTC-90-200-2 0.82 0.18
HTC-90-220-2 0.78 0.22
HTC-90-180-4 0.82 0.18
HTC-90-200-4 0.81 0.19
HTC-90-220-4 0.82 0.18

HTC-80-180/220-4 0.85 0.15
HTC-90-180/220-4 0.84 0.16
HTC-80-220-acid 0.71 0.29
HTC-90-220-acid 0.66 0.34
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3.2. Characteristics of Hydrochars

Proximate analysis of hydrochars produced under different reaction conditions are showed
in Table 2. The VM content decreases with an increase of temperature and reaction time, with
different possible explanations. One is the enhancement of dehydration and decarboxylation reactions,
increasing the carbon content in the solid from more coal-like material. With increasing severity,
the number of crosslinking reactions increases, leading less low-molecular and therefore less volatile
molecules. On the other hand, less carbon is found in solid phase (Table 2), which could imply the
conversion of VM during HTC into solved compounds in the liquid phase. Both significantly influence
the ignition behavior [35,36]. The comparison between VM content under the same conditions,
but with different feedstock moisture content, showed no significantly higher value with 80% than
with 90% moisture content. In contrast, the FC content of hydrochars increased with temperature and
reaction time, in accord with findings of previous studies [37].

The hydrochar ash content was independent of temperature and reaction time. However,
it decreased with higher moisture content because the same quantity of ash was in contact with
a higher quantity of water. The increase of ash content at 220 ◦C and a 4 h reaction time with moisture
content can be explained by the re-precipitation of some inorganic components [38].

To understand the characteristics of the hydrochars produced, it is necessary to understand the
fuel ratio (Equation (2)). The hydrochars produced at 220 ◦C, with a 4 h reaction time and moisture
content of 80% and 90% contains the highest FC, with 29.61% and 31.88%, respectively, and contains the
lowest VM of 66.17% (at 80% moisture content) and 64.84% (at 90% moisture content). Consequently,
the fuel ratios obtained under these conditions are twice as large as those of the initial feedstock
(Table 2).

The yield to hydrochars (Hy %) at low reaction temperature has the highest values; the low HHV
(MJ/kg) [39] of this hydrochar causes the Ey of all samples to have similar values (Table 2). This is
reported in the literatures [40,41].

The values of Ed obtained were over 1, showing the improvement of energy densification by
HTC [42]. As results using varied moisture contents were similar, a value of 90% moisture content was
chosen to carry out experiments with the two-steps process and varied acid addition. In comparison
with experiments at 180 ◦C, 4 h and 90% moisture content, performing the reaction in two-steps and
incorporating 5% wt. of acid had the effect of reducing the VM content to similar values reached
at 220 ◦C, 4 h and 90% moisture content (Table 3). The two-steps reaction process leads to energy
saving, because it produced the same reduction of VM with less energy consumption to carry out
the HTC process. Acid addition shows a significant importance, as shown by Ghanim et al. [25],
wherein the addition of acetic acid not only reduced ash (%), it also produced an increment of FC (%),
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which implied an increment of fuel ratio and Ey (%). The reason for this is that polymerization, water
elimination and decarboxylation (all reactions) increase the heating value [34,43].

Table 4 summarizes the elemental composition of hydrochars obtained under different operation
conditions. According to Funke et al. [12], the atomic ratios of H/C and O/C decreased due to chemical
defunctionalization (dehydration reaction and decarboxylation). This relationship between O/C and
H/C was plotted as a Van Krevelen diagram (Figure 2). The higher ratios of O/C and H/C, which
belong to the original biomass, are plotted in the upper right corner of the diagram. The increment of
the temperature and reaction time in HTC reduces the ratios until the typical area of lignite is reached,
which is similar to results of others authors [2,18]. The acidification of initial feedstock produced the
lowest ratio of O/C and H/C, which can be explained by the reduction of hydroxyl groups by water
elimination, which also increased the hydrophobicity of the hydrochar [29]. The reduction of the O/C
ratio to half that of the initial biomass is due to the high content of hemicellulose; hemicellulose is
the most reactive part of the feedstock biomass. A study carried out by Wikberg et al. [44] showed
that a decrement of O/C ratio in coffee cake was due to removal of carboxyl groups from biomass
extractives, hemicellulose, and cellulose. Therefore, it can be assumed that oxygen and hydrogen of
the initial biomass migrates as water, mainly to the liquid phase [45].

Table 4. Elemental analysis, O/C and H/C ratios and high heating values (HHV).

Samples
Elemental Analysis (% wt. Dry Basis)

O/C H/C HHV (MJ/kg)
N C H S O

Raw material 4.68 51.27 6.97 0.29 36.52 0.53 1.63 22.28
HTC-80-180-2 4.37 60.32 7.07 0.45 27.80 0.35 1.41 26.48
HTC-80-200-2 4.12 62.02 7.02 0.42 26.42 0.32 1.36 27.16
HTC-80-220-2 4.41 65.81 7.28 0.43 22.07 0.25 1.33 29.24
HTC-80-180-4 4.30 62.89 7.02 0.43 25.36 0.30 1.34 27.57
HTC-80-200-4 4.09 61.19 7.09 0.46 27.17 0.33 1.39 26.89
HTC-80-220-4 4.46 67.08 6.89 0.43 21.14 0.24 1.23 29.32
HTC-90-180-2 3.63 60.18 7.39 0.44 28.36 0.35 1.47 26.76
HTC-90-200-2 3.80 62.29 7.25 0.45 26.21 0.32 1.40 27.56
HTC-90-220-2 3.75 66.55 7.35 0.41 21.94 0.25 1.33 29.60
HTC-90-180-4 3.49 59.96 7.05 0.42 29.07 0.36 1.41 26.22
HTC-90-200-4 3.86 63.54 7.19 0.45 24.96 0.29 1.36 28.05
HTC-90-220-4 4.25 66.60 6.89 0.43 21.83 0.25 1.24 29.08

HTC-80-180/220-4 4.40 64.84 6.97 0.49 23.30 0.27 1.29 28.42
HTC-90-80/220-4 4.37 65.46 6.99 0.53 22.66 0.26 1.28 28.73
HTC-80-220-acid 4.55 67.29 6.71 0.51 20.94 0.23 1.20 29.20
HTC-90-220-acid 4.20 68.67 7.03 0.50 19.60 0.21 1.23 30.22
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On the other hand, S (%) was constant across the HTC condition range and N (%) decreased with
higher moisture content of feedstock and higher temperatures. The high protein and hemicellulose
content of BSG (Table 1) has an effect during hydrolysis. Amino acids and amines, as consecutive
products of the hydrolysis of proteins, can react with carbonyl groups. This Maillard reaction starts
at 180 ◦C and leads, for example, to N-heterocycles [46–48]. These heterocycles become part of the
hydrochar. With a higher water content, more N-compounds are solved and not incorporated in the
hydrochar. In addition, at higher temperatures, N-containing functional groups are hydrolyzed [16].

3.3. Thermogravimetric Analysis

The TGA of hydrochars was done for 90% moisture content (regarding feedstock) samples and
4 h of reaction time. The TGA (Figure 3) of hydrochars at 180 ◦C and 220 ◦C are used to compare
hydrochars produced by the one-step procedure with the hydrochars obtained with two-steps reaction
and acid addition. Figure 3 shows the derivative mass loss (DTG) for BSG and hydrochars produced
at 180 ◦C, 220 ◦C, and in the two-steps reaction between 180 ◦C and 220 ◦C and with acid addition
at 220 ◦C. The DTG curves show four characteristic peaks at 251, 287, 350, and 421 ◦C. The peaks
correspond to the three biopolymers of hemicellulose, cellulose and lignin, which built the biomass
structure. The composition of the origin biomass is shown in Table 1 and consists of hemicellulose
(43.03%), cellulose (23.69%), and lignin (5.78%). However, it was mentioned in Section 2.3.1 that
samples were kept at 105 ◦C for 10 min, so moisture peaks and volatile peaks shown in the reviewed
literatures [31,37] at a range of 80 ◦C to 105 ◦C, did not appear.
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Raw feedstock has a largest peak at 287 ◦C, which corresponds to hemicellulose decomposition,
because hemicellulose is an amorphous polymer and therefore less thermally stable [49]. In addition,
it makes it more feasible for hydrolysis reactions than the more crystalline cellulose (see below).
Cellulose decomposition has a peak similar to hemicellulose but at a higher temperature [50].

DTG curves of the different hydrochars with the same reaction time but different temperatures
(Figure 3) are similar to those of previous studies [14,51]. The peak of hemicellulose disappearing
agrees with research published by Kruse et al. [51], which explains that the HTC process leads to
degradation of hemicellulose at 180 ◦C. However, there is a shoulder at 251 ◦C as a result of the
decomposition of feedstock during HTC into more reactive compounds than hemicellulose.

In comparison to the DTG of BSG, hydrochars have a small peak at temperatures around 420 ◦C.
This peak is larger at a higher hydrochar formation temperature. Therefore, it can be attributed to
carbonization during HTC leading to short-chained polymers, which are less stable in TGA than the
original biomass [51]. It has to be stated here that polycarbohydrates like hemicellulose, and especially
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cellulose, are stabilized by intermolecular H-bonds, which is not possible in hydrochars. In hydrochars
the necessary OH-groups are missing because of water elimination during HTC. Consequently, smaller
molecules of hydrochar are evaporated at lower temperatures than carbohydrates fixed in a structure
by H-bonds.

The effect of a two-steps reaction and acid addition during HTC on TGA analysis (Figure 3)
shows that both improve the hydrolysis of the initial feedstock. This means that fewer residual
polycarbohydrates and more carbonization products are found. Both treatments produce more thermal
volatile compounds because their peak at a temperature of 251 ◦C is more than the peak for hydrochars
without acid addition or application of the two-steps reaction. Acid addition decreases the peak of
cellulose due to catalytic effect of acids on the hydrolysis of cellulose during the HTC process.

In summary, two effects influence the thermal properties of hydrochar. On one hand,
the temperature increase results in a decrease of the VM content in the hydrochars (Table 2), producing
a thermally stable material with higher HHV (MJ/kg). This is a consequence of stronger crosslinking
and the formation of bonds. On the other hand, less thermal stable compounds are formed. For
hydrochars there occurs a DTG peak at 251 ◦C, which may be related with degradation of parts of
hydrochars with less stable structures, as well as evaporation of organic substances (HMF), created
during HTC. The last DTG peak at 421 ◦C is related with lignin decomposition [52]. In addition,
this peak might be also caused by hydrochar degradation. For hydrochars produced at 180 ◦C and
220 ◦C, the peak is increased. This may be due to the decomposition of less stable intermediate
carbonization products.

3.4. Characteristics of Liquid Phase

The pH values of different HTC liquid phases are shown in Table 5. The liquid phase after HTC
at a temperature of 180 ◦C has a pH of around 4 and increases to pH 4.6 with increasing reaction
temperature and reaction time. It supports the idea that lower temperatures promote hydrolysis
reactions, eliciting the release of organic acids, such as acetic acid. Afterwards, these organic acids
show further reactions at higher temperatures [53,54]. This supports the formation of other compounds,
because hydrolysis is catalyzed by acids. Therefore, the two-steps experiments and acid addition
were performed to support the idea of hydrolysis and consecutive re-polymerization mechanisms.
Two-steps experiments accomplished during this work showed that 1 h at a temperature of 180 ◦C is
not enough to enhance the promotion of organic acids, because the pH of the liquid phase is slightly
lower than for the experiments accomplished at 220 ◦C, during 4 h of reaction time. At a moisture
content of 80% the pH value is 4.53, slightly higher than without acid addition (pH 3.57). The influence
of pH level is shown by the yield to organic chemical molecules in the liquid fraction, mainly lactic
acid, formic acid, acetic acid, levulinic acid (LA), and propionic acid (Table 5) [55]. These acids are
usually found in hydrothermal conversions. Here they are relatively inert molecules, because they
have no, or a low, tendency to polymerize. In addition, the yield of the organic chemical compounds in
the liquid phase is related with the TOC. The highest values of TOC were obtained at low temperatures,
where hydrolysis reactions were promoted but the formation of a solid product by polymerization is
too slow.

Figure 4 shows the yields of the main low molecular weight acids (lactic, formic, acetic,
levulinic, and propionic acid) produced during HTC. Lactic acid can be obtained through conversion
of carbohydrates [56,57] under HTC conditions [57]. The yield trends to increase with the
temperature from 180 ◦C to 220 ◦C. This fact could be to the production of trioses (glycolaldehyde,
diehydroxyacetone and other tautomers) from biomass, which are intermediates produced during
retro-aldol condensation of sugars [58]. The trioses further react to lactic acids. According to
Zan et al. [59], the formation of lactic acid is not affected by the presence of formic acids; however,
in this study (Figure 4a) reflect that higher presence of formic acid is correlated with a lower yields
of lactic acid. At low moisture content and 200 ◦C the highest yield to acetic and propionic acids
were found (Figure 4c,e). It is supposed that acetic acid was produced due to oxidation reaction of
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acetaldehyde. Acetaldehyde was produced via decarbonylation reactions of lactic acid [60]. Lactic acid
is also supposed to be converted by dehydration reaction to acrylic acid. Afterwards, hydrogenation
of acrylic acid produce propionic acid [60]. In sum, these sequences of reactions are very speculative.
Only the primary products can be easily identified.

Table 5. pH and dissolved organic chemical yield in liquid fraction at different process conditions.
HMF: 5-hydroxymethylfurfural and LA: levulinic acid.

Samples pH Lactic
Acid

Formic
Acid

Acetic
Acid

Propionic
Acid HMF Furfural LA

HTC-80-180-2 4.00 0.06 0.09 0.10 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.01
HTC-80-200-2 4.38 0.04 0.08 0.11 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.01
HTC-80-220-2 4.53 0.10 0.05 0.09 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01
HTC-80-180-4 4.16 0.04 0.08 0.10 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.01
HTC-80-200-4 4.53 0.10 0.05 0.11 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01
HTC-80-220-4 4.53 0.08 0.04 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01
HTC-90-180-2 3.91 0.02 0.06 0.05 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.00
HTC-90-200-2 4.42 0.05 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.01
HTC-90-220-2 4.56 0.06 0.06 0.07 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.01
HTC-90-180-4 4.04 0.04 0.08 0.07 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.01
HTC-90-200-4 4.59 0.04 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00
HTC-90-220-4 4.66 0.06 0.04 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01

HTC-80-180/220-4 4.64 0.08 0.04 0.10 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.01
HTC-90-180/220-4 4.54 0.09 0.05 0.09 0.17 0.00 0.00 0.01
HTC-80-220-acid 3.67 0.07 0.03 106.40 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.02
HTC-90-220-acid 3.57 0.05 0.03 100.52 0.11 0.00 0.00 0.02
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In addition, the production of levulinic acid (LA) (Figure 4d), which is one of the products of the
rehydration of HMF in aqueous media, is observed [61]. Table 5 shows that the addition of acid into
the initial slurry produces higher amounts of levulinic acid. According to Licursi et al. [62], it can be
due to the catalytic effect of acetic acid on the pH-dependent hydrolysis reaction of cellulose in the
initial biomass, which started at temperatures over 200 ◦C. However, it is more likely that it is because
HMF and levulinic acid formation is slightly different. Therefore, the addition of an acid changes the
selectivity to LA. LA is preferred at higher acid concentrations due to the selection of LA increasing
during the HMF decomposition into LA and humins [43].

4. Conclusions

In this study, we examined the behavior of BSG during HTC and the partition of C into solid
and liquid phase under different reaction conditions. These parameters are temperature and reaction
time, as well as moisture content. In the experimental range investigated here, the HTC process itself
is independent of moisture content, that is a new feedstock variable. The ash content decreases in
the case with higher water content. Acid addition produced an increase of carbon distribution to the
liquid. The highest fuel ratio of hydrochars was produced at 220 ◦C, with a 4 h reaction time and acid
addition, and TGA curves showed the complete hydrolysis of the hemicellulose and cellulose. Thus,
this hydrochar can be used as an ecofriendly solid fuel.

Hydrochar products of a two-steps reaction have higher values to Hy (%) than those produced in a
single-step process. The fuel properties of solids are also better than with a single-step reaction.
Therefore, two-steps reactions have an economic benefit and lead to an improvement of solid
product characteristics.

The HPLC analysis of the different HTC conditions shows different small acids. These are
consecutive products of the carbohydrate splitting reactions. They are found because they do not
polymerize to hydrochar, or react only with a very low reaction rate.
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